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ABSTRACT 

In the Era of Big Data, the contemporary science and business world confront the 

extensively documented fail of traditional approaches (1). The big data (BD) testing 

is still realizing by standard software tools while some data mining algorithms look 

very promising for knowledge discovery from BD advanced analytics (2). In this 

contribution we discuss how to combine the software develops with data science, 

giving some experimental examples and documenting new opportunities for 

knowledge extraction from big data. Our main ansatz is that each Big Data, 

extracted from the real-world, encrypted the genetic code, which can be translated 

into computer coding. Therefore, from our point of view, this is not only the Era of 

Big Data but also the Era of Consciousness of the Entropy, Number Theory and 

especially p-Adic Physics as the Leaders of Big Data mining and knowledge 

discovery, which include principles, algorithms and applications (3). The singularity 

spectrum, intermittency, extreme values, multifractality and computability are 

becoming especially useful for quantitative interpretation of system´s space-time 

complexity. In a training set analysis and modeling the user is looking for the 

presence of more than one possible classification (4). In real world data studies we 

founded near universal, statistically representative and visual arrangement of 

numbers patterns for studied complex systems, which can be translated into 

computer code, improving the system numerical modeling. The examples of our 

approach are discussed. 
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